Livestock Activities and Air Pollution

Horse corrals, arenas, livestock pens, and other areas used to show, feed, or exercise animals can become sources of excessive dust. All owners and operators of these areas must:

- Clean up trackout immediately when it reaches 25 feet or more. All other trackout must be cleaned by the end of the work day.
- Not let visible dust emissions cross the property line.
- Not allow visible emissions on the property to exceed 20 percent opacity.

**Trackout** is any bulk material (typically dirt or mud) that adheres to a motor vehicle and has fallen or been deposited onto a road or paved area accessible to the public.

Hauling Waste, Feed, and Bulk Material

- Cover the material with a tarp.
- Prevent spillage or loss of material from holes or other openings in the cargo compartment.
- Load all haul trucks so the freeboard is no less than three inches.
- Install and maintain a trackout control device at the site exit.

Questions about Dust Control? Contact MCAQD’s Business Assistance Office at 602-506-5102.

For more information: Maricopa.gov/1976   Download the app: CleanAirMakeMore.com